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Draft Agenda

1. Election of Chair and Rapporteur

2. Approval of the Agenda

3. Approval of the Minutes of the past EMO Meeting, 9 October 2011 in Naples
   Minutes EMO PCom Naples 10-2011

4. Follow up of the Naples meetings:
   - EMOs Joint Statement on the Professional Qualifications Directive:
     Dissemination and Feed-back
     EMO Joint Statement PQD 11-2011

5. Alliance Collaboration:
   - Rules of procedure and Management of documents between the EMOs
     EMOA ROPs PCom
     Background
     EMOA Agreement on Mutual Cooperation:
     Porto document (2009Dec05)

6. The Effects of the Crisis on Public Healthcare and the Situation of Doctors
   For Information:
   EPSU PR Decent work for healthworkers
   THELANCET - Greece
   F11-099 EN “The Visegrad Charta”
   SK Request for Support
   AEMH Support to SK Doctors

7. International Meeting Calendar
   CPME 2011-088

8. AOB

9. Next meeting